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Abstract
A number-theoretical approach to the permutation of a sequence of objects performed by means of a linear congruential
generator of pseudorandom numbers is presented. A su/cient condition is found for obtaining permutations with the
property that each object de0nitely abandons its initial position. Since cryptography is among the possible applications,
the generator performing the inverse transformation is also given. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Random permutation of m objects may be easily obtained by means of a source of random integers
xi (i=1; 2; : : :) in a 0nite interval. A well known algorithm [4] (see also [9] and [6, p. 145]) inverts
the pair of objects in ith and jth position, with i running from 1 to m and j chosen through xi. We
will carry out an analysis of this process assuming that the random source is a linear congruential
generator of pseudorandom numbers in the closed interval [1; m], and the dependence of j on xi is
simply j= xi.
During the random walk of a single object guided by the random sequence, it may happen that
this object returns to its initial position after a longer or shorter migration. Such events may be
undesired in some applications. This paper aims to 0nd by number-theoretical means a su/cient
condition ensuring that each object abandons its initial place. A complete shu7ing of the entire
sequence is then achieved. The problem, illustrated by an example, will be stated in Section 2
and—after an analysis in Section 3 of the structure of the random sequence used—will be solved
in Section 4.
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A permutation of the letters of a message is itself a cryptography. We think that the property
investigated here may be useful in this 0eld. Section 5 discusses brieDy this point and gives an
inverse generator that restores the primitive order.
2. Notation, algorithm and an example
We will consider random permutations based on pseudorandom number generators of the form,
xi ≡ axi−1 + b (modm); i ¿ 0; m=2t ; t ¿ 2; (1)
which are known [5] to produce sequences X = {x1; x2; : : :} of maximal length m for any initial value
x0, provided that
a ≡ 1 (mod 4) and b ≡ 1 (mod 2): (2)
These multiplicative-additive generators are fast, produce a complete system of residues modulo m,
and allow a wide and simple choice of the parameters a; b; x0.
Let now E= {e1; e2; : : : ; em} be a sequence of m objects. The order of the objects will be changed
by elementary permutations denoted by ordered pairs (i; j): the elementary permutation (i; j) inverts
the two objects in the ith and jth position. We will call i and j the coordinates of the elementary
permutation (shortened e.p.). If the 0rst coordinate i runs from 1 to m and the second coordinate
is taken j= xi, we will say that the permutation of the original sequence of objects has been ruled
by the generator (1). The 0nal transformation will be the product (in algebraic sense) of m e.p.
Finally, we will call the 0rst coordinate the progressive coordinate and the second one the random
coordinate.
Remark 1. Having numbered the objects from 1 to m, we adopt the same natural numbers as
complete system of residues modulo m. This implies the substitution of 0 with m at the return of
the procedure that yields the random numbers (a numbering starting from 0 would have required
denoting the initial value of the random sequence by xm−1).
In an algorithmic language the transformation above (which is simply a special case of the pro-
cedure given in [4]) is de0ned as follows:
Algorithm P
Let the array e(1); e(2); : : : ; e(m) contain the objects of the sequence E.
Assign x0.
Repeat steps 1. and 2. for i=1; 2; : : : ; m.
1. Generate xi from xi−1 by congruence (1). If xi =0 set xi =m.
2. Invert the positions of e(i) and e(xi).
Stop. The array now contains the permuted sequence.
Note that the e.p. next to (i; j)= (i; xi) is (i+1; xi+1) and operates upon the sequence whose initial
order has been changed by the previous elementary permutations. Therefore, once the transformation
starts, we can no longer say, generally, whether the object in the ith position is ei.
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To justify an arithmetical approach to the study of the above simple process, we show the following
example: permute the 0rst 16 letters of the alphabet by means of the generator x0 = 0; xi ≡ 5xi−1 +
1 (mod 16). The consecutive e.p. (i; xi) are shown in Table 1 for i=1; 2; : : : ; 16. Each row in the
table shows only the elementary substitution performed at the ith step of the algorithm. The 0rst
row gives the index of the 16 objects; the last row shows the permuted sequence.
As evident, no eKect at all has been produced. All positions have been considered, but the letters
sooner or later returned to their initial position. In this example the reason is that all e.p. belonged
to one of the two following classes:
(a) identity e.p. (i; xi = i), present 4 times;
(b) inverse e.p., represented by 6 pairs of the type (i; xi = j), (j; xj = i).
The walk of the letter “b”, e.g., consisted of two steps: 0rst moved to the position of the letter
“f”, and at a later step removed back to the initial position, closing the walk (the walk of the letter
“f” was similar).
In conclusion, it seems reasonable to investigate the causes of such a poor performance. This is
deferred to Section 4; in Section 3, we 0rst analyse the structure of the pseudorandom sequence X .
3. Structure of the pseudorandom sequence
Generator (1) was proposed by Rotenberg [7], with a special class of multipliers a. Generalization
to a ≡ 1 (mod 4), was due to Greenberger [5]. The general term of (1) is
xi ≡ x0ai + b(1 + a+ a2 + · · ·+ ai−1) (modm): (3)
By setting
i ≡ b(1 + a+ a2 + · · ·+ ai−1) (modm); (i=1; 2; : : :) (4)
it is easy to show that this new sequence is a cyclic permutation of sequence X . Indeed, since X
contains a complete system of residues, for any term k of (4) there will be a term in (3), say xj,
such that xj ≡ k (modm). It follows that
xj+1≡ axj + b ≡ ak + b ≡ ab(1 + a+ · · ·+ ak−1) + b
≡ b(1 + a+ · · ·+ ak) ≡ k+1 (modm):
Analogously we 0nd xj+2 ≡ k+2 (modm), and so on, as asserted. Sequence X appears now as the
composition of a sequence x0ai (i=1; 2; : : :)—that we may call “multiplicative” because it would be
generated when b=0 in (1)—with the sequence i (i=1; 2 : : :). The 0rst one, as well known, has
period g6m=4, while the second has period m. The period g is called “the exponent to which a
belongs modulo m” and in our case is a power of 2. It is also known that among the remainders
modulo m=2t there are numbers with periods equal to all divisors of g, from 2t−2 down to 2
[10, Chapter VI].
An eKect of the smaller internal cycle produced by the multiplicative component in X was pointed
out in [1]: a strong correlation exists between terms at distance g. Namely,
xi+g ≡ xi + d (modm); with d ≡ b(1 + a+ · · ·+ ag−1) ≡ g (modm): (5)
As a consequence, xi+kg ≡ xi + kd (modm) (k =1; 2; : : :) (operations between indices are of course
performed modulo the period, in our case modulo m). The eKect of congruence (5) is a shift modulo
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Table 1
Permutation of E= {a; b; c; d; : : : ; p} by x0 = 0; xi ≡ 5xi−1 + 1 (mod 16)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
(i; xi) a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p
(1,1) a
(2,6) f b
(3,15) o c
(4,12) l d
(5,13) m e
(6,2) b f
(7,11) k g
(8,8) h
(9,9) i
(10,14) n j
(11,7) g k
(12,4) d l
(13,5) e m
(14,10) j n
(15,3) c o
(16,16) p
Result: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p
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m of the pattern existing between g consecutive terms of X (the reader could observe these patterns
by plotting xi against i for the case a=9, b=1, m=16, where g(a)= 2). This is a special type of
the long-range correlations studied in [2]. These correlations generally weaken the random quality
of the sequence X in Monte Carlo calculations [3]. Therefore we think it wise to avoid in any
application a repeated pattern with a very short period. For this reason we will assume here as
multiplier in (1) integers of the form a ≡ 5 (mod 8), which satisfy the condition (2) of Greenberger
and at the same time ensure a multiplicative component with the longest pattern, g=m=4 (see, e.g.,
[5]). As will be seen in Section 4, this same condition will contribute to reaching our main result.
4. Random walks
Consider a permutation ruled by generator (1) with parameters
a ≡ 5 (mod 8); b ≡ 1 (mod 4); x0 ≡ 1 (mod 2): (6)
It will be shown that these choices produce the abandon of the initial position of all the objects in
E. We need the following de0nitions and preparatory properties.
We will say that an object of the sequence E performs a walk with ¿ 0 steps if it is involved
in  e.p.
Lemma 1. Under conditions (6); ¡m for any object in E.
Proof. The total number of e.p. in Algorithm P is m. Only one of the two objects involved by
the 0rst e.p. could be moved m times, but this requires that sequence X be a cyclic permutation
of {1; 2; : : : ; m − 1; m}. For a given m there are only two such sequences, generated by the param-
eters a= b=1 with x0 = 1 or x0 =m − 1, that involve e1 or em, respectively, in m e.p. But these
parameters—allowed by conditions (2)—are excluded by conditions (6).
The next proposition relates the pseudorandom numbers to their indices. We need to distinguish
between odd initial values x0 ≡ 1 (mod 4) and x0 ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Lemma 2. For any xi of the sequence X generated with parameters (6) one has
xi ≡ i + 1 (mod 4) if x0 ≡ 1 (mod 4);
xi ≡ i − 1 (mod 4) if x0 ≡ −1 (mod 4):
Proof. Indeed, the component i of the general term (3) is a summation of i terms, each of which is
congruent 1 (mod 4), multiplied by b ≡ 1 (mod 4). Therefore i ≡ i (mod 4), and on the other hand
the multiplicative component is x0ai ≡ x0 (mod 4) because a ≡ 1 (mod 4). The two congruences
concerning and i and x0ai, put together, prove the assertion.
The above proposition will prove to be decisive for our main result. A 0rst important consequence
is that the two coordinates of an e.p. have now an opposite parity. Therefore identity e.p. disappears.
We have then
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Lemma 3. A permutation ruled by (1) with parameters (6) moves all objects of E.
Proof. Indeed, the loop index i in Algorithm P runs from 1 to m and each e.p. (i; j) has i = j
(Lemma 2). Therefore object ei will be moved from its initial position if it has not already been
moved by a previous e.p.
Although all objects are moved at least once, we do not know yet whether they will return to
their initial position. We will decide about this last question by following their random walks during
the execution of Algorithm P. If these walks contain more than one step they will fall into one of
the two classes (a) and (b) below.
(a) First step ruled by the progressive coordinate: We will begin from the walk of object ei
moved for the 0rst time from its position i by the e.p. (i; xi = j). Let us now consider the walk of ei
generated by elementary permutations of the type (i; xi = j); (j; xj = k); (k; xk = l); : : : ; which can be
described as “internally connected” because of the way that two adjacent e.p. share a coordinate. If
x0 ≡ 1 (mod 4) then, by Lemma 2, after  steps this walk in the residue system modulo 4 becomes
(i; i + 1); (i + 1; i + 2); (i + 2; i + 3); : : : ; (i + − 1; i + ):
Here the random coordinate increases by one unity at each step. This means that in the original
system modulo m=2t , the random coordinate after  steps is diKerent from i, except for =m. But
a walk of this length is excluded by Lemma 1. Therefore ei cannot return to its initial position by
walks of this type. We may add that in these walks the random coordinate after ¡m steps is a
number of the form i + + 4r (r=0; 1; 2; : : :) with + 4r =0 (modm).
The case x0 ≡ −1 (mod 4) leads to the same conclusion, with walks now assuming the form
(i; i − 1); (i − 1; i − 2); (i − 2; i − 3); (i − 3; i − 4); : : : ; (mod 4):
We have assumed above that ei was in its initial position i. It may happen, instead, that a previous
e.p. may have moved it. This case will be considered in the next point (b).
Remark 2. The above arguments have not taken into account that a sequence of internally connected
e.p. actually ends the 0rst time that in an e.p. the random coordinate is smaller than the progressive
coordinate. This circumstance simply interrupts the walks, with no inDuence upon the conclusions.
(b) First step ruled by the random coordinate: Consider again the case x0 ≡ 1 (mod 4) and let us
now follow the object ej moved for the 0rst time from its position j by the e.p. (i; xi = j). Consider
the walk visiting the positions k; l; : : : ; of the type (i; j); (k; i); (l; k); : : : ; that can be described as
“externally connected”. Lemma 2 will reduce this sequence to the form (i; i + 1); (i − 1; i); (i − 2;
i − 1); : : : (mod 4), proving, as before, that j = k = l : : : The arguments are the same, including the
case of initial value x0 ≡ −1 (mod 4).
The two types of walks with ¿ 1 considered in (a) and (b), together with the case =1
previously considered, exhaust all possibilities. Indeed, in case (a) a walk of ei of the type (i; j),
(k; j)—as well as in case (b) a walk of ej of the type (i; j), (i; k)—is impossible because a random
coordinate or a progressive coordinate may appear only once in Algorithm P. So we have completed
the proof of the following.
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Theorem 1. A random permutation ruled by (1) with parameters (6) changes the position of every
object of the sequence E.
This assertion was the aim of the present paper. However, the above proof has actually pointed out
a stronger result. Namely, any object visits diKerent positions only once. In other words, no random
walk crosses itself. We could say that a loopless random permutation has been generated (the term
“loopless” is also used in deterministic permutation, but with a completely diKerent meaning [9]).
5. Inverse permutation for cryptographic applications
Permutation is widely used in cryptography, it may su/ce mentioning the Data Encryption Stan-
dard (DES) [8, p. 265]. In general the permutation helps to conceal expected patterns in the plaintext,
stereotyped beginnings and endings and all the weak points of a message which favour the attacks
against the ciphertext . It is also used for shu7ing the chains of random numbers [8, p. 393]. A
random permutation of all letters with the properties pointed out here could have therefore some
usefulness. For example, as a preliminary transformation of the message to be subsequently ciphered
by means of other techniques. If the length n of the message is not a power of 2, it could be divided
into blocks to be separately permuted; otherwise the remaining space to reach a power of 2 could
be 0lled with blanks or with a kind of postscriptum containing arbitrary typographical characters.
They will pollute the text once they are scattered by the permutation throughout the message. These
additional characters could also be sampled in order to even out the characteristic distribution of
letters of each language. In short, this will increase the confusion and, consequently, will increase
the work of the “cryptoanalyst” who intercepts the communication and tries to decipher the message
[8, p. 237]. Of course, the parameters of the generator should be included into the secret key of the
transmission.
In view of this application we give an algorithm restoring the order at the reception of the message
(an alternative to the storing of the sequence X and its use in reverse order), based on the following
proposition:
Theorem 2. Let X be a sequence of maximal length generated by congruence (1) with certain
parameters a; b; x0. Then the recursion
y0 = xn+1;
yi ≡ a−1yi−1 + (m− a−1b) (modm) (i=1; 2; : : : ; n) (7)
yields the =rst n6m terms of X in reverse order.
Proof. We must show that the 0rst n terms y1; y2; : : : ; yn of the sequence Y are xn; xn−1; : : : ; x1.
Indeed, since a is prime to m, its multiplicative inverse a−1 exists. Then
y1 ≡ a−1xn+1 − a−1b ≡ a−1(axn + b)− a−1b ≡ xn (modm);
and, analogously, we get y2 = xn−1, y3 = xn−2; : : : ; yn= x1, as asserted.
The inverse of a may be computed by the Euclidean algorithm or by raising a to the power ’(m)−
1, or to g−1 modulo m, where ’ is Euler’s function and g the exponent to which a belongs modulo m.
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For example, the inverse generation of the whole sequence x0 = 1, xi ≡ 5xi−1 + 1 (mod 16), is the
output of the generator y0 = x1 = 6, yi ≡ 13yi−1 + 3 (mod 16).
Algorithm P must be modi0ed as follows in order to get the inverse permutation:
Algorithm IP
Let the array e(1); e(2); : : : ; e(m) contain the objects of the sequence E after the
permutation obtained by Algorithm P with parameters a; b; x0.
Assign y0 = x1
Repeat steps 1. and 2. for i=m;m− 1; : : : ; 1.
1. Generate yi from yi−1 by congruence (7). If yi =0 set yi =m.
2. Invert the positions of e(i) and e(yi).
Stop. The array now contains the sequence E in the primitive order.
Note that Theorem 2 holds both for parameters chosen according to conditions (2) or (6); more-
over, the inverse sequence may be used also for restoring the order in permutations with m¿n
obtained by the algorithm given in Ref. [4].
6. Conclusions
A mathematical investigation has provided us with some insight into permutations performed
through pseudorandom number generators. Exclusion of any permanence has been achieved by a
reduction of the space of the generator’s parameters. It is now clear what was wrong with our
initial paradoxical example: just the even initial value in the recursive generator. Any odd x0 would
have completely shu7ed the letters therein. It is perhaps worthwhile to point out the important role
assumed here by this parameter, whose variation simply produces a cyclic permutation of the random
sequence in linear generators. It can lead a sequence with generally good random qualities to a very
poor performance.
A possible application of the present research in the 0eld of cryptography has also been brieDy
presented and the inverse permutation for a like application has been provided.
Finally, note that if the source of random integers is a congruential generator with a modulus of
congruence much greater than the number of objects, then each object must be put in correspondence
with an interval of random numbers, as done in the algorithm of Ref. [4]. Identity elementary
permutations or migrations with return to the initial position may also occur there and, therefore,
some supplementary testing of the generator used should be carried out. The result reached in this
study, provided that our limitation upon the number of objects is acceptable, guarantees instead
a minimum reasonable quality for the whole class of generators considered. In cryptography this
implies that the parameters of the permutation could easily be changed at each transmission.
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